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Abstract— This paper is proposed to exploit low cost 

system. The main principle of the system to monitoring the 

parameter of the car with the help of car black box. 

Smartphone is the multiuse device which added 

functionality of GPS, GSM, memory to store all parameter 

information. Smartphone also include compatible touch 

screen and web browser that include all web page. For the 

high speed data transmission Wi-Fi and Bluetooth system is 

used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Now a day Smartphone is the basic need of every human 

being and it is easily handle by everyone. The android based 

Smartphone is cheaper and easily available in market. With 

the help of Bluetooth all the information of car parameter 

send to the android phone. LCD display all the information. 

The project is develop using ARM microcontroller.” Black 

Box” is the technology is used to solve this problem. It plays 

important role in vehicle crash investigation car black box 

can collect the data.  

The car black box is also called as event data 

recorder record the information related to vehicle accidents 

and crashes. It collects the data such as driver behavior and 

also helps the police investigation insurance agencies and 

crime cases. The projects include the feature like fuel 

leakage, temperature, ultrasonic sensor, speed measurement 

car location by using GSM. With the help of GSM send the 

message all the dedicated mobile numbers. How a day’s 

number of vehicle record the event of crash by using 

electronic system. The system is mainly distinct in two 

sections. How to assemble all the information and second is 

how to represent data in proper way. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The federal investigators examine the “black box” after 

airplane crash. After the crash the black box provides data 

before the crash. When the system of black box comes in car 

with the help of electronic module it record data. 

The man and technology face the ultimate test 

where the scene of fatal accident. The wireless 

communication plays vital role in emergency response, 

whether the emergency is collision or car accident. Accident 

Alert System (AAS) is quite novel research area, on 15th of 

January, 2007. The European commission proposed and 

auto crash alert called e-call. The e-call systems automatic 

initiate the emergency call. In car black box after the 

collision e-call plays important role in this situation. 

III. HARDWARE DETAILS 

A. Temperature Sensor 

It continuously display the temperature of cabin and also 

engine & sends its value to microcontroller.  If temperature 

of engine or cabin increase desire value then system alerts to 

driver. 

B. Fuel Level Sensor 

For fuel level indication float type fuel level indicator is 

used. As the level of fuel varies the resistance of fuel level 

indicator changes and corresponding value displayed on 

screen. 

C. Rpm Sensor 

Speed of vehicle is measured on the basis of tachometer for 

this we use IR sensor 

D. Vibration Sensor 

Vibration sensor will detect the vibration when some 

obstacle sticks on vehicle. So that in accident detection 

black box will give the previous sensor information for 

diagnosis of car accident. 

E. Bluetooth Module 

Bluetooth module send the information of whole parameter 

to the android phone. Bluetooth is wireless protocol for 

exchanging data over short ranges. This technology used to 

discover and transfer data for small distances. 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Car Black Box. 

V. ADVANTAGES, DISADVANTAGES & APPLICATIONS 

A. Advantages 

 Vehicle security. 

 Recording driving data, collision data and position data. 
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 Sense faults and display it status on car monitoring 

system. 

B. Disadvantages 

 Lane tracking facility is not provided. 

 High cost of some sensors. 

C. Applications 

 Useful for insurance companies. 

 Research and development of vehicle. 

 Investigation purpose. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The working model of car black box using android system 

has been implemented successfully. The biggest advantage 

of our project is we get information of our car through 

internet. With the help of GPS module get the car location 

and message through GSM, which get the proper help to the 

accidental persons? It will save the valuable time to collect 

the accidental victims. 
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